
 
 

Use this guide to outline your steps to completing a well-written paper or presentation. Success Coaches and tutors 

can help you fill in the tables below; just ask! 

 

Development Timeline for Paper/Presentation (The Messy Version) 

Step Work Alone or with Someone? Date and Time/s to Complete 

Topic Development (Brainstorming) 
Just start writing something.  Write to find out what you 
know, what you sort of know, what you don't know 

(write questions).  Talk to a friend, think out loud, draw 
pictures, make a mind map.  Go to the Writing Center. 

  

Research Topic 
Use questions from step 1 to get ideas for research.  

Visit a librarian to find out what other people are saying 
about your topic. Underline quotes in articles that you 

may be able to use & keep track of your research 
(create a new document with web links, authors’ names, 

etc., the basics of a Works Cited page).  

  

Thesis Development 
Think about what you're going to say.  Sum it all up 
into one big question.  Try to write one big answer. 

  

Outline 
Draw a map.  Use a graphic organizer. What’s the best 

order for your ideas? Go to the Writing Center. 
  

Write First Draft 
Make the document start to look like a paper.  Let it be 
bad.  Leave in lots of little notes questions for yourself.   

  

Revise First Draft 
Make lots of BIG changes: Delete paragraphs, rewrite 

them.  Change the order of paragraphs.  Really ask 
yourself what is or isn't working/what would or 

wouldn't make sense to your audience/what would or 
wouldn't convince your audience.  Make it even 

messier.  Go to the Writing Center. Repeat steps 1 – 4. 

  

Write Second Draft 
Repeat steps 1 – 6 in any order.   

Then make it look like a paper again.      
  

Revise Second Draft  
Make more BIG changes.  Repeat any of the above 
steps and make even BIGGER changes.  Go to the 

Writing Center. 

  

Write Final Draft 
Make it start to look like a final draft: Proofread, have 
someone else proofread, read it out loud, go through 
each paragraph and summarize the key point, use the 

summary to make a new outline, and use the outline to 
write a new thesis statement. 

  

Practice (Presentation only) and Revise Again 
This time, worry about all the nitpicky things: citation 
format, grammar (read out loud again), punctuation, 

organization, sentence variety, etc. 

  

 

Course: Due Date: 

Goal Grade on Paper: Topic: 

Number of Days to Prepare: Paper Length:            


